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ㅜаㄐ

ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ

㘳⛩ᾲ䈤
ࣘ䇽ᱟа䰘䈝䀰ⲴṨᗳˈоࣘ䇽Ⲵޣ㘳⛩শᶕᱟ㊫㘳䈅Ⲵ✝⛩Ǆࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ਼
ṧҏᱟߋ㘳Ⲵ✝⛩ѻаǄ
ࣘ䇽ⲴᰦᘱᱟӾࣘਁ⭏Ⲵᰦ䰤઼⣦ᘱєњ㔤ᓖᶕᇊѹⲴˈᰦ䰤वᤜ˖䗷৫ǃ⧠൘ǃሶᶕ
઼䗷৫ሶᶕഋ˗⣦ᘱवᤜ˖а㡜ǃ䘋㹼ǃᆼᡀ઼ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ഋǄഐ↔ˈ㤡䈝ѝޡᴹ 16 ᰦᘱˈ
նᱟᑨ⭘઼ᑨ㘳Ⲵᴹྲлࠐ˖
(1) а㡜⧠൘ᰦ˖ķ⧠൘Ⲵһᇎᡆⵏ⨶ ĸѫሶӾ⧠˗
(2) а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˖ķ䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ
ĸࡊࡊǃࡊਁ⭏Ⲵࣘ˄᳇ਜ਼⧠൘н䛓ṧҶ˅
˗
(3) а㡜ሶᶕᰦ˖㺘⽪ሶᶕਁ⭏Ⲵࣘ˗
(4) ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ˖ķ㺘⽪⧠൘↓൘䘋㹼 ĸ㺘⽪⧠䱦⇥ѫ㾱Ⲵڊһᛵ
Ĺ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕ˗
(5) 䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ˖ķ㺘⽪䗷৫Ḁаᰦ↓൘䘋㹼 ĸ㺘⽪䗷৫ањ䱦⇥ѫ㾱Ⲵڊһᛵ˗
(6) ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˖㺘⽪䗷৫ᔰⲴࣘˈࡠ⧠൘ᆼᡀˈሩ⧠൘ӗ⭏аᇊⲴᖡ૽˗
(7) ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ˖ķ䗷৫ᔰⲴࣘᤱ㔝ࡠ⧠൘ˈਟ㜭ᆼᡀˈҏਟ㜭㔗㔝
ĸ䗷৫ᔰⲴࣘаⴤᤱ㔝ࡠ⧠൘˗
(8) 䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ˖㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫Ǆ
ケⴞḷ
ሩ㤡䈝ᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱⲴᆖҐ઼༷㘳ˈᓄ⌘ԕлࠐњᯩ䶒˖
(1) ᦼᨑᰦᘱⲴ֯⭘ᶑԦ˗
(2) 〟㍟ᰦᘱᑨ㿱Ⲵᰦ䰤⣦䈝˗
(3) ᦼᨑᰦᘱⲴᶴᡀᖒᔿ˗
(4) ᦼᨑᰦᘱⲴࣙࣘ䇽˗
(5) ᦼᨑᰦᘱⲴഋสᵜਕᔿ˗
(6) ᦼᨑᰦᘱ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱⲴᶴᡀᖒᔿǄ
㘳䈅ᗳᗇ
ㅄ㘵㔃ਸ䘁ࠐᒤⲴߋ㘳ⵏ仈઼ᮉᆖ䖵ሬ㓿傼ˈᙫ㔃ࠪҶԕлࠐᶑᗳᗇ˖
Ҷԕлࠐ
ࠐᶑᗳ
ࠐᶑᗳ
ᒣᰦ㾱
ᒣᰦ
㾱ཊ
ཊ〟㍟ǃ
〟㍟ ཊᙫ㔃˗
㔃
(1) ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ᱟڊᰦᘱ仈Ⲵ䟽㾱ˈᦞᒣᰦ㾱ཊ〟㍟ǃཊᙫ㔃˗
ຳ 䇔ⵏփՊ
ຳˈ
䇔ⵏ
ⵏփՊࣘ
ࣘਁ
ਁ⭏
⭏Ⲵⵏ
Ⲵⵏᇎ䈝
(2) 䈫៲ਕᆀˈ␡ޕ䈝ຳˈ䇔ⵏփՊࣘਁ⭏Ⲵⵏᇎ䈝ຳ˗
Ⲵᰦ䰤ᱟڊ
䭞Ǆ
(3) ߶⺞ᢺᨑࣘਁ⭏Ⲵᰦ䰤ᱟڊᰦᘱ仈Ⲵޣ䭞Ǆ
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶

ㅜа㢲

а㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ⭘⌅

111 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪⧠൘Ⲵһᇎᡆⵏ⨶
(1) а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪⧠൘Ⲵһᇎǃ䙊ᑨⲴࣘㅹǄ⌘˖⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦˈ㺘⽪⧠൘䘈ᱟ䛓ṧ˗
⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦˈ㺘⽪⧠൘н䛓ṧҶǄ
(2) а㡜⧠൘ᰦ䘈⭘൘ሩᲞ䙽ⵏ⨶৺ᇒ㿲һᇎⲴ᧿䘠ѝˈ⢩࡛ᱟ⭘൘ᇮ䈝Ӿਕѝᰦˈнਇѫ
ਕᰦᘱⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2017 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
Planning so far ahead __________ no sense - so many things will have changed by next year.
A. made
B. is making
C. makes
D. has made
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪䙊ᑨⲴࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 111˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕䈤Ⲵᱟа㡜Ⲵᛵߥˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐཚ䎵ࡽ䇑ࡂ⋑ᴹѹ——ᖸཊһᛵࡠ᰾ᒤ䜭Պ᭩ਈǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
My parents __________ in Hong Kong. They were born there and have never lived anywhere
else.
A. live
B. lived
C. were living
D. will live
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪⧠൘Ⲵһᇎ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 111˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐӾਾ䶒ⲴؑⴻˈԆⲴ⡦⇽ࠪ⭏൘俉ˈ⋑ᴹ൘࡛Ⲵൠᯩտ䗷ˈਟ⸕ԆԜ⧠൘ӽ❦
Ǐ䈖
տ൘俉ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪⧠൘ⲴһᇎǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐᡁⲴ⡦⇽տ൘俉ǄԆԜ൘俉ࠪ⭏ˈӾ⋑ᴹ൘࡛Ⲵൠᯩտ䗷Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
Last year, the teacher told us that the sun __________ bigger than the earth.
A. has been
B. was
C. is
D. will be
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪Პ䙽ⵏ⨶˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 111˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ᇮ䈝Ӿਕ䇢䘠ⲴᱟᲞ䙽ⵏ⨶ˈަᰦᘱнਇѫਕѝа㡜䗷৫ᰦⲴᖡ૽ˈӽ㾱⭘а
Ǐ䈖
㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ৫ᒤ㘱ᐸ䇹ᡁԜཚ䱣∄ൠ⨳བྷǄ
Ǐਕ
112 ƹ㘳⛩ ⭘൘⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈণѫሶӾ⧠
൘⣦
⣦䈝
䈝Ӿਕ
ਕ 㺘⽪ሶ
㺘⽪ሶ
ሶᶕˈণѫ
ѫሶӾ
ѫਕѪа㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᰦ䰤ᡆᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝˈ㾱⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ
ˈᰦ
ᰦ䰤ᡆ
ᡆᶑԦ
Ԧ⣦
⣦䈝
㾱⭘а㡜
㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
She is going to be a nurse
nurs when she __________ up.
A. is going to grow
B. grows
C. growing
D. grew
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 112˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝˈѫਕ֯⭘Ҷа㡜ሶᶕᰦ˄is going to be˅ˈwhen ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ㾱⭘
Ǐ䈖
а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐྩ䮯བྷਾᜣᖃаᣔ༛Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
You’d better write down her phone number before you __________ it.
A. forget
B. are forgetting
C. forgot
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D. will forget

ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 112˅Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐYou’d better do sth 㺘⽪ᔪ䇞ˈᖃҾሶᶕᰦˈbefore ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ㾱⭘а
㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ൘ᘈ䇠ѻࡽˈᴰྭᢺྩⲴ⭥䈍ਧ⸱䇠лᶕǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3 (2019 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
I don’t know if Eric __________ this Sunday. If he __________ here, I’ll call you at once.
A. will come; will come
B. come; comes
C. comes; will come
D. will come; comes
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ if ᕅሬⲴӾਕ䗘䇔ԕ৺а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 112ǃ
Ǐ⛩
733˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐㅜањ if ᕅሬᇮ䈝Ӿਕˈṩᦞ this Sundayˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦ˗ㅜҼњ if ᕅሬᶑԦ
Ǐ䈖
⣦䈝Ӿਕˈ䘲⭘ĀѫሶӾ⧠āˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐᡁн⸕䚃䘉ઘᵛԺ⪎ݻᱟՊᶕǄྲ᷌Ԇᶕ䘉ˈݯᡁቡՊ・㔉ᢃ⭥䈍Ǆ
Ǐਕ

ㅜҼ㢲

а㡜䗷৫ᰦⲴ⭘⌅

121 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ
а㡜䗷৫ᰦ⭘ᶕ㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎˈ䙊ᑨᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈྲ just now, yesterday, last
week / month / year, in 2008, three days / years … ago ㅹǄᴹӋ仈ⴞѝˈ㲭❦⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ䗷৫ᰦ䰤
⣦䈝ˈնᱟᴹĀᛵᘱࣘ䇽+have doneā㺘⽪ሩ䗷৫һᛵⲴ᧘⍻ǃ㲊ᤏㅹᡆᱟ㜭ཏṩᦞާփⲴ䈝ຳˈ
ࡔᯝࠪᱟ䗷৫ਁ⭏ⲴһᛵǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
The three of us __________ around Europe for about a month last summer.
A. travelled
B. have travelled
C. had travelled
D. travel
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝 last summer˄৫ᒤ༿ཙ˅ˈ䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᇎˈᡰ
Ǐ䈖
ԕ㾱⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ৫ᒤ༿ཙᡁԜйњӪ൘⅗⍢㹼Ҷབྷ㓖ањᴸǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2 (2016 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
I know a little bit about Italy as my wife
there
several years ago.
iffe and
an
nd I __________
______
t
the
A. are going
B.. had
been
C. went
D. have been
B
had be
n
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
䗷৫ᰦ㺘
˄䈖㿱
䈖 ǉߋ㘳ケ
ケǊѝ 121˅
1
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝
᰾ᱮⲴ䗷৫
৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝
䰤⣦䈝 several
veral
al years
y
agoĀࠐᒤࡽāˈ䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᇎˈ
Ǐ䈖
а㡜䗷
㡜䗷
䗷৫
৫ᰦ
ᰦǄ᭵
᭵䘹
䘹 CǄ
ᡰԕ㾱⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹
ਕǐᡁҶ䀓а⛩བྷ࡙ˈഐѪᡁ઼ᡁᆀࠐᒤࡽ৫䗷䛓ݯǄ
⛩
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
— That must have been a long trip.
— Yeah, it __________ us a whole week to get there.
A. takes
B. has taken
C. took
D. was taking
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121ǃ321˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈㲭⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈত֯⭘ҶĀmust have beenā㔃ᶴˈ㺘⽪ሩ䗷৫һ
Ǐ䈖
ᛵⲴ㛟ᇊ᧘⍻ˈᡰԕԆԜ䈸䇪Ⲵᱟ䗷৫ⲴһᛵǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ—— 䛓аᇊᱟа⅑ᖸ䮯Ⲵ㹼Ǆ—— ᱟⲴˈࡠ䛓ݯ㣡ҶᡁԜᮤᮤаઘⲴᰦ䰤Ǆ
Ǐਕ
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ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 4
— Susan, why are you still here? They are all ready to set out.
— I’m sorry, but I __________ when to leave.
A. am not told
B. don’t tell
C. wasn’t told
D. didn’t tell
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121ǃ191˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈㲭⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈնṩᦞ䈝ຳਟ⸕Ā㣿⧺⋑ᴹ㻛⸕āᱟਁ⭏൘䗷
Ǐ䈖
৫Ⲵһᛵˈ᭵⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦˈᧂ䲔 AǃB˗
Ā㣿⧺ā઼Ā䇹āѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰ
ԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ—— 㣿⧺ˈᘾѸ䘈൘䘉˛ݯԆԜ䜭߶༷ྭ㾱ࠪਁҶǄ—— ሩн䎧ˈ⋑Ӫ䇹ᡁ
Ǐਕ
ӰѸᰦਁࠪىǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 5 (2016 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
The flowers were so lovely that they __________ in no time.
A. sold
B. had been sold
C. were sold
D. would sell
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121ǃ191˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐflowers ઼ sell ѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈф䘉䟼䈤Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵа㡜ᛵߥˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ
Ǐ䈖
Ⲵ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ䘉Ӌ㣡ྲ↔ਟ⡡ԕ㠣ҾᆳԜнѵቡআᆼҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 6 (2017 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
— Have you known Dr. Jackson for a long time?
— Yes, since she __________ the Chinese Society.
A. has joined
B. joins
C. had joined
D. joined
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐsinceĀ㠚ӾāᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——䇔䇶ᶠݻ䘺ঊ༛ᖸѵҶੇ˛——ᱟⲴˈ㠚ӾྩᶕࡠѝഭǄ
Ǐਕ
122 ƹ㘳⛩ ൘ާփⲴ䈝ຳѝˈ㺘⽪Āࡊࡊǃࡊā
൘ḀӋާփⲴ䈝ຳѝˈа㡜䗷৫ᰦ䘈㺘⽪Āࡊࡊǃࡊāᱟ䛓ṧˈ᳇ਜ਼⧠൘н䛓ṧҶǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
Edward, you play so well. But I __________ you played the piano.
A. didn’t know
B. hadn’t known
C. don’t know
D. haven’t known
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪ࡊࡊǃࡊⲴһᛵ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
䈖 ǉߋ
ߋ ケ
ߋ㘳ケ

122˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽ䶒Ⲵؑ you pplay soo wellˈਟ⸕䈤䈍Ӫ⧠൘ᐢ㓿⸕䚃⡡ᗧॾ䫒⩤ᕩᗇᖸྭˈ
welllˈਟ⸕䈤
ਟ⸕䈤
䈤䈍Ӫ
䈤䈍Ӫ
Ӫ⧠൘
⧠൘ᐢ㓿
㓿⸕
Ǐ䈖
䚃⡡ᗧॾՊᕩ
ᗧॾՊᕩ䫒⩤āᱟ
ᱟࡊࡊ
ᛵˈᡰԕ⭘
ԆĀн⸕䚃⡡ᗧॾՊᕩ䫒⩤āᱟࡊࡊ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹
AǄ
ਕǐ⡡ᗧॾˈᕩᗇ䘉ѸྭǄᡁࡊ䘈н⸕䚃Պᕩ䫒⩤Ǆ
ᕩᗇ䘉
䘈н
н⸕䚃
䚃Պ
Պᕩ䫒
ᕩ䫒
䫒⩤Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
Excuse me. I __________ I was blocking your way.
A. didn’t realize
B. don’t realize
C. haven’t realized
D. wasn’t realizing
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ㺘⽪ࡊࡊǃࡊⲴһᛵ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 122˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽ䶒Ⲵؑ Excuse meˈਟ⸕䈤䈍Ӫ⧠൘ᐢ㓿⸕䚃㠚ᐡᥑҶ࡛ӪⲴ䐟ˈ㘼൘↔
Ǐ䈖
ѻࡽˈণࡊࡊǃࡊ䘈н⸕䚃ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐሩн䎧ˈᡁн⸕䚃ᡁᥑⲴ䐟ҶǄ
Ǐਕ
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ㅜй㢲

а㡜ሶᶕᰦⲴ⭘⌅

131 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪ሶᶕਁ⭏Ⲵࣘᡆᆈ൘Ⲵ⣦ᘱ
а㡜ሶᶕᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕ㾱ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘᡆᆈ൘Ⲵ⣦ᘱˈ䙊ᑨᴹ᰾ᱮⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈྲ soon,
tomorrow, next week / month / year, in the future, in two days ㅹǄа㡜ሶᶕᰦᴹഋᖒᔿ˖(1) be
going to doĀᢃ㇇āˈᕪ䈳ѫ㿲ᙗ˗(2) will doĀሶ㾱ā
ˈᕪ䈳ᇒ㿲ᙗ˗(3) be to doĀ᤹➗䇑ࡂǃᆹ
ᧂㅹ㾱Ⲵڊһᛵā˗(4) be about to doĀণሶˈ傜к㾱ڊāǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2021 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
A concert__________ in the grand theater next week.
A. is held
B. will be held
C. is being held
D. has been held
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕਁ⭏Ⲵࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 131˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 next weekˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐлઘа൪丣ҀՊሶ൘བྷ䲒Ѯ㹼Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
In the near future, more advances in the robot technology __________ by scientists.
A. are making
B. are made
C. will make
D. will be made
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕਁ⭏Ⲵࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 131ǃ191˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 in the near future˄൘нѵⲴሶᶕ˅Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦ˗ṩ
Ǐ䈖
ᦞ by scientists Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ൘нѵⲴሶᶕˈ、ᆖᇦሶ൘ᵪಘӪᢰᵟᯩ䶒ਆᗇᴤབྷⲴ䘋↕Ǆ
Ǐਕ
132 ƹ㘳⛩ ⭘൘പᇊਕᔿѝ
а㡜ሶᶕᰦ䘈ᑨ⭘൘Ā⽸֯ਕ+ and / or +䱸䘠ਕ˄а㡜ሶᶕᰦ˅āⲴപᇊਕᔿѝǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2007 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
Let’s keep to the point or we __________ any decisions.
A. will never reach
B. have never reached C. never reach
D. never reached
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐᵜ仈൘പᇊਕᔿѝ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 132˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈֯⭘ҶപᇊਕᔿĀ⽸֯ਕ+ and / or + 䱸䘠ਕā
ˈަѝ䱸䘠ਕѝཊ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
⽸ ਕ˗ㅜ
ㅜҼˈ
᭵䘹 AǄ䈕ਕᔿ䙊ᑨᴹйњ㘳⛩˖ㅜаˈ⽸֯ਕ˗ㅜҼˈ䘎䇽
and ᡆ or˗ㅜйˈ䱸
䘠ਕⲴᰦᘱǄ
ਕǐᡁԜ㍗ᢓѫ仈ˈࡉᡁԜ䗮нᡀԫօߣᇊǄ
ѫ仈ˈࡉ
ࡉᡁԜ䗮
䗮нᡀԫ
ԫ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
Close the door of fear
you, and you __________ the door of faith open before you.
ar behind
behi d yo
A. saw
B. have seen
C. will see
D. are seeing
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐᵜ仈൘പᇊਕᔿѝ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 132˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈֯⭘ҶപᇊਕᔿĀ⽸֯ਕ+ and / or + 䱸䘠ਕā
ˈަѝ䱸䘠ਕѝཊ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
᭵䘹 CǄࡽ䶒Ⲵ⽸֯ਕᖃҾањ if ᕅሬⲴᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕˈᡰԕਾ䶒ⲴĀѫਕāѝ
⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
ਕǐޣ䰝䓛ਾⲴᇣᙅѻ䰘ˈቡՊᔰࡽ䶒Ⲵؑᗳѻ䰘Ǆ
Ǐਕ
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ㅜഋ㢲

⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅

141 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪⧠൘↓൘ਁ⭏ᡆ䘋㹼Ⲵࣘ
⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䈤䈍ᰦ↓൘ਁ⭏ᡆ䘋㹼ⲴࣘǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2018 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
Hurry up, kids! The school bus __________ for us!
A. waits
B. was waiting
C. waited
D. is waiting
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䈤䈍䰤↓൘䘋㹼Ⲵࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 141˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ Hurry upˈਟ⸕ṑ䖖↓൘ㅹˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᘛ⛩ˈᆙᆀԜʽṑ䖖↓൘ㅹᡁԜʽ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
— I’m not finished with my dinner yet.
— But our friends __________ for us.
A. will wait
B. wait
C. have waited
D. are waiting
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䈤䈍䰤↓൘䘋㹼Ⲵࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 141˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞӔ䱵䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ㅜҼњӪ൘ۜ׳ㅜаӪˈㅜҼњӪ䈤ĀᡁԜⲴᴻ৻↓൘ㅹᡁԜāˈ
Ǐ䈖
ᡰԕ⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ—— ᡁ䘈⋑ਲ਼ᆼ依Ǆ—— նᱟᡁԜⲴᴻ৻൘ㅹᡁԜǄ
Ǐਕ
142 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪⧠䱦⇥ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ
⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ䘈ਟԕ㺘⽪⧠൘ањ䱦⇥ѫ㾱ڊᡆᱟ↓൘ਁ⭏ⲴһᛵǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2010 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
Selecting a mobile phone for personal use is no easy task because technology __________ so
rapidly.
A. is changing
B. has changed
C. will have changed
D. will change
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪⧠䱦⇥ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 142˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ⭡仈ਟ⸕ˈᢰᵟਁኅᖸ䗵䙏ᱟ⧠䱦⇥ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵˈㅖਸ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪⧠䱦⇥ਁ
Ǐ䈖
⭏ⲴһᛵⲴ⭘⌅Ǆ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ䘹а䜘њӪ⭘Ⲵᵪⵏᱟнᇩ᱃ˈഐѪ、ᢰਁኅᗇྲ↔䗵䙏Ǆ
ਁኅ
ኅᗇྲ↔
↔
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
— I hear you __________ iin a pub. What’s it like?
k
— Well, it’s very hard
work
tired,
dw
orrk and
a d II’m
m always
alw
lwa ti
red
d but I ddon’t mind.
A. are working
B.
C. were working
D. will be working
B. will
wil
willl work
worrk
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪⧠䱦⇥ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
䘋㹼ᰦ
142˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ What’s it likeˈਟ⸕ㅜҼњӪ⧠䱦⇥൘ањ䞂ᐕˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵
Ǐ䈖
䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ—— ᡁੜ䈤ᴰ䘁൘ањ䞂ᐕˈᘾѸṧ˛—— ଖˈᖸ䗋㤖Ⲵᐕˈᡁᙫᱟᖸ
Ǐਕ
㍟ˈնᱟᡁнӻǄ
143 ƹ㘳⛩ ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕ
㜭⭘Ҿ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦⲴࣘ䇽䙊ᑨѪᔦ㔝ᙗࣘ䇽ˈ㘼аӋ⸝Ჲᙗࣘ䇽Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ䘉
ሶᶕоަԆሶᶕᰦⲴ४࡛൘Ҿ˖䘉㺘ሶᶕⲴࣘᐢ㓿ᔰˈ傜кቡ㾱㔃ᶏ˗㘼ަԆሶᶕᰦ㺘
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⽪ⲴࣘቊᵚᔰǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
— Are you still busy?
— Yes, I __________ my work, and it won’t take long.
A. just finish
B. am just finishing
C. have just finished
D. am just going to finish
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕѹⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 143˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ it won’t take long ਟ⸕ቡ㾱ᆼᡀ㠚ᐡⲴᐕҶˈնᱟ䘈⋑ᴹᆼᡀˈᧂ䲔 AǃC˗
Ǐ䈖
D 亩ѝ be going to do 㺘⽪ሶᶕ㾱ˈڊնᱟ䘈⋑ᴹᔰˈо it won’t take long ᛆ˗
B 亩ᱟ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦˈ㺘⽪ࣘᐢ㓿ᔰˈ傜кቡ㾱㔃ᶏˈㅖਸ䈝ຳǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐ—— 䘈൘ᘉੰ˛—— ᱟⲴˈᡁቡ㾱ᆼᡀᐕҶˈ⭘нҶཚѵǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
Because the shop __________, all the T-shirts are sold at half price.
A. has closed down
B. closed down
C. is closing down
D. had closed down
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕѹⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 143˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ all the T-shirts are sold at half price ਟ⸕䘉ᇦ୶ᓇণሶޣ䰝ˈնᱟ䘈⋑ᴹޣ䰝ˈ
Ǐ䈖
ᧂ䲔 AǃBǃD˗C 亩ᱟ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦˈ㺘⽪ࣘᐢ㓿ᔰˈ傜кቡ㾱㔃ᶏˈㅖ
ਸ䈝ຳǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐഐѪ䛓ᇦ୶ᓇቡ㾱ޣ䰝ҶˈᡰᴹⲴ T ᚔ㺛䜭ॺԧࠪǄ
Ǐਕ

ㅜӄ㢲

䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅

151 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪䗷৫Ḁаᰦ↓൘ਁ⭏ᡆ䘋㹼Ⲵࣘ
䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫ⲴḀаᰦ↓൘ਁ⭏ᡆ䘋㹼Ⲵࣘˈ䙊ᑨᴹ᰾ᱮⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈྲ at this
time yesterday, at this moment last week, at 10 o’clock last night, when he came back / arrived ㅹǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2017 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
I wasn’t sure if he was really interested or if he __________ polite.
A. was just being
B. will just be
C. had just been
D. would just be
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ḁаᰦ↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
ࣘ
˄䈖㿱
㿱
151˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᒦࡇⲴ if he was really
y interest
interestedˈਟ⸕㺘⽪ᖃᰦ↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫
ted
d ਟ⸕㺘
ਟ⸕㺘
㺘⽪ᖃ
⽪ᖃᰦ↓
↓൘
↓൘
Ǐ䈖
᭵䘹 AǄ
A
䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹
ਕǐᡁн⺞ؑԆᱟⵏⲴᝏޤ䏓ᡆᱟਚᱟ൘㺘⽪⽬䊼Ǆ
ԆᱟⵏⲴᝏ
ਚᱟ
ᱟ൘㺘⽪
㺘⽪⽬䊼
䊼Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
It __________ hard when my mother left her office.
A. was snowing
B. is snowing
C. will snow
D. snows
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ḁаᰦ↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 151˅Ǆ
Ǐ⛩
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕ when my mother left her office˄ᖃᡁྸྸᔰ࣎ޜᇔⲴᰦˈ˅ى㺘
Ǐ䈖
⽪䗷৫ⲴḀаᰦˈਟ⸕ѫਕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐᖃᡁྸྸᔰ࣎ޜᇔⲴᰦˈىཙ↓൘лབྷ䴚Ǆ
Ǐਕ
152 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪䗷৫ањ䱦⇥ѫ㾱ڊᡆ↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ
䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ䘈ਟԕ㺘⽪䗷৫ањ䱦⇥ѫ㾱ڊᡆ↓൘ਁ⭏ⲴһᛵǄ
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
Shirley __________ a book about China last year but I don’t know whether she has finished it.
A. has written
B. wrote
C. had written
D. was writing
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫ањ䱦⇥ѫ㾱Ⲵڊһᛵ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 152˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 last yearˈ㺘⽪䗷৫ˈᧂ䲔 AǃC˗㔃ਸ I don’t know whether she has
Ǐ䈖
finished it ਟ⸕н⸕䚃⧠൘ྩᆼᡀҶ⋑ᴹˈ⭡↔ਟ᧘ᯝࠪ৫ᒤ↓൘߉ѝˈᡰԕ⭘䗷
৫䘋㹼ᰦˈ㺘⽪䗷৫ањ䱦⇥ѫ㾱ⲴڊһᛵǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ䴚㦹৫ᒤ߉⵰аᵜޣҾѝഭⲴҖˈնᱟᡁн⸕䚃ྩ⧠൘߉ᆼ⋑ᴹǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
— Has Sam finished his homework today?
— I have no idea. He __________ it this morning.
A. did
B. has done
C. was doing
D. had done
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫ањ䱦⇥ѫ㾱Ⲵڊһᛵ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 152˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 this morningˈ㺘⽪Ӻཙᰙкˈᧂ䲔 BǃD˗㔃ਸ I have no ideaˈਟ
Ǐ䈖
⸕н⸕䚃ԆᆼᡀҶ⋑ᴹˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫а⇥ᰦ䰤ѫ㾱ⲴڊһᛵǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ—— Ӻཙ㩘ڊᆼъҶੇ˛—— ᡁн⸕䚃ˈԆӺཙкॸ䘈൘ڊǄ
Ǐਕ

ㅜޝ㢲

⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅

161 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪䗷৫ᔰⲴࣘࡠ⧠൘ᆼᡀˈሩ⧠൘䙐ᡀаᇊⲴᖡ૽
⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫ᔰⲴࣘࡠ⧠൘ᆼᡀˈሩ⧠൘䙐ᡀаᇊⲴᖡ૽Ǆ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ䙊ᑨᴹ
᰾ᱮⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈྲ just, already, yet, these days, recently, so far, in / over / during / for the past /
last … years / months / weeks, up to / till now, since + Ӿਕᡆ⛩ᰦ䰤, for + а⇥ᰦ䰤ㅹǄ⌘˖⸝
Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ㛟ᇊᖒᔿн㜭઼Āfor + а⇥ᰦ䰤ā䘎⭘Ǆ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
So far, the moon __________ by man already.
A. has been visited
B. is visited
C. will be visited
D. was visited
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 so far˄䗴ӺѪ→˅Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ䗴ӺѪ→ˈӪ㊫ᐢ㓿৫䗷ᴸ⨳ҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
The reports went missing
__________
since.
ssin in 2012 and nobody
dy __
__________ tthem
hem
m sin
e
A. sees
B.
C.
D. had seen
B saw
w
C has
haas seen
s
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘
ᆼᡀ
ᆼᡀᰦ
⭘⌅
⌅˄
˄䈖
䈖㿱
161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ仈ᒢѝ since
ce ਾ
ਾⴱ⮕Ҷ 2012ˈsince+Ӿਕᡆ⛩ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ᰦˈ㾱⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ᭵
Ǐ䈖
䘹 CǄ
ਕǐᣕ൘ 2012 ᒤቡн㿱Ҷˈ㠚Ӿ䛓ᰦ䎧ቡ⋑Ӫ㿱䗷Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3 (2014 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
You really need to go out and get some fresh air and sunshine. You __________ overworked
during the last two weeks.
A. are
B. were
C. have been
D. would be
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
Ǐ⛩
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼ᰦ䰤⣦䈝 during the last two weeks˄൘䗷৫єઘ䟼˅
ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
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ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ
᭵䘹 CǄ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐⵏ䈕䎠ࠪ৫બ੨лᯠ勌オ≄ˈᲂᲂཚ䱣ˈ൘䗷৫Ⲵєઘѝаⴤ൘䎵䍏㦧ᐕǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 4
Up to now, the program __________ thousands of children who would otherwise have died.
A. would save
B. saves
C. had saved
D. has saved
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
Ǐ⛩
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ Up to now˄㠣Ӻ˅Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ㠣Ӻ䘉њ亩ⴞᮁҶᡀॳкзᵜᶕՊ↫ᦹⲴᆙᆀǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 5
— I remember you were a talented pianist at college. Can you play the piano for me?
— Sorry, I __________ the piano for years.
A. don’t play
B. wasn’t playing
C. haven’t played
D. hadn’t played
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ for years˄ᖸཊᒤ˅Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ—— ᡁ䇠ᗇ൘བྷᆖ䟼ᱟњ䶎ᑨᴹཙ䍻Ⲵ䫒⩤ᇦǄ㜭Ѫᡁᕩа俆䫒⩤ᴢੇ˛
Ǐਕ
—— ሩн䎧ˈᡁྭཊᒤ⋑ᴹᕩ䗷ҶǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 6
The opera __________ for several minutes.
A. had just been on
B. has just been on
C. had just begun
D. has just begun
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ仈ᒢѝ⋑ᴹ䗷৫ᰦˈн㜭㺘⽪Ā䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᧂ䲔䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ AǃC˗⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ
Ǐ䈖
ᆼᡀᰦн㜭઼Āfor +а⇥ᰦ䰤ā䘎⭘ˈᧂ䲔 DǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐ䈍ᐢ㓿ᔰҶྭࠐ࠶䫏ҶǄ
Ǐਕ
162 ƹ㘳⛩ ⭘൘аӋപᇊⲴਕᔿѝ
(1) ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ⭘൘ĀIt is / has been + а⇥ᰦ䰤 + since Ӿਕ˄а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˅āਕᔿѝˈ㺘⽪
Ā㠚ӾḀһਁ⭏ᐢ㓿ᴹཊѵҶāǄ
(2) ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ䘈⭘൘ĀThis / It is the first / second … time + that Ӿਕ˄⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˅āਕᔿ
ѝˈ㺘⽪ĀᱟḀӪㅜࠐ⅑ڊḀһҶāǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2008 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
ⵏ仈
仈)
rs since
si ce I reached
re h a turning point (䖜ᣈ⛩)
䖜ᣈ⛩)) which
wh completely changed my
It __________ threee yea
years
outlook on life.
A. has been
B.
C. was
D. will be
B is
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ൘പᇊਕᔿѝ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
ᔿѝ㘳
㘳ḕ
ḕ⧠
⧠൘
൘ᆼᡀ
162˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐĀIt is / has been + а⇥ᰦ䰤 + since Ӿਕ˄а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˅āപᇊਕᔿˈ㺘⽪Ā㠚ӾḀ
Ǐ䈖
һਁ⭏ᐢ㓿ᴹཊѵҶāˈᡰԕ䘉䚃仈 AǃB єњㆄṸ䜭ሩǄ
ਕǐ㠚Ӿᡁ䗮ࡠањ䖜ᣈ⛩ᐢ㓿ᴹйᒤҶˈᆳᆼޘ᭩ਈҶᡁⲴӪ⭏㿲Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
It’s not the first time __________ Beijing this year.
A. that you’ve visited
B. that you visited
C. when you’ve visited
D. when you visited
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ൘പᇊਕᔿѝ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 162˅Ǆ
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐ
ĀIt’s the first time that Ӿਕ˄⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˅āപᇊਕᔿˈ㺘⽪ĀᱟḀӪㅜа⅑ڊḀһāǄ
᭵䘹 AǄ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐ䘉нᱟӺᒤㅜа⅑৲㿲ेӜҶǄ

ㅜг㢲

⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅

171 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪ᔰҾ䗷৫Ⲵࣘ䘋㹼ࡠ⧠൘ˈਟ㜭ᆼᡀˈҏਟ㜭㔗㔝
⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ᔰҾ䗷৫Ⲵࣘ䘋㹼ࡠ⧠൘ˈਟ㜭ᆼᡀˈҏਟ㜭㔗㔝Ǆ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ
Ⲵབྷཊᮠᰦ䰤⣦䈝ҏਟԕ⭘Ҿ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
In order to find the missing child, villagers __________ all they can over the past five hours.
A. did
B. do
C. had done
D. have been doing
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 171˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 over the past five hours˄൘䗷৫Ⲵ 5 њሿᰦѝ˅ˈਟ⸕ᶁ≁ԜቭԆԜᡰ
Ǐ䈖
㜭ᶕራཡ䑚Ⲵᆙᆀˈ䘈ਟ㜭㔗㔝ራˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐѪҶራཡ䑚Ⲵᆙᆀˈᶁ≁Ԝ൘䗷৫Ⲵ 5 њሿᰦѝቭԆԜᡰ㜭ᶕᩌራǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
— Why, Jack, you look so tired!
— Well, I __________ the house and I must finish the work tomorrow.
A. was painting
B. will be painting
C. have painted
D. have been painting
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 171˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳ I must finish the work tomorrowˈਟ⸕ᶠݻӾ䗷৫ᔰࡠ⧠൘аⴤࡧᡯᆀˈ
Ǐ䈖
䘈㾱㔗㔝ࡧˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ—— ૾ੰˈᶠⴻˈݻ䎧ᶕཏ㍟Ⲵʽ—— ଖˈᡁаⴤ൘㊹ࡧᡯᆀˈᡁ᰾ཙᗵ享
Ǐਕ
ᒢᆼǄ
172 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪ᔰҾ䗷৫Ⲵࣘаⴤᤱ㔝ࡠ⧠൘
⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ䘈ਟԕ㺘⽪ᔰҾ䗷৫Ⲵࣘаⴤᤱ㔝ࡠ⧠൘Ǆᕪ䈳ࣘⲴ䘎㔝ᙗˈ䙊ᑨ
ᴹᰦ䰤⣦䈝 all the time, all afternoon / morning / day …Ǆ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
I’m tired out. I __________
anything.
___ __ all
ll afternoon
af ernoo and I don’t seem
m too have
haave ffinished
n
ni
A. shopped
B. have
have shopped
s oppeed
C. had shopped
D.
been shopping
D have
h
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
ᆼᡀ䘋
䘋㹼ᰦ
ᰦⲴ
ᰦⲴ⭘⌅
Ⲵ⭘⌅
172˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 all afternoon Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕Āᡁᮤњлॸаⴤ൘䍝⢙āˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼ
Ǐ䈖
ᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐᡁ㍟ൿҶˈᡁᮤњлॸаⴤ൘䍝⢙ˈնᱟᡁྭ⋑ۿᴹҠࡠӰѸǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
— We’ve spent too much money recently.
— Well, it isn’t surprising. Our friends and relatives __________ around all the time.
A. are coming
B. had come
C. were coming
D. have been coming
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 172˅
Ǆ
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ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 all the time Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕Ӣ৻Ԝаⴤ䜭൘ᶕˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
᭵䘹 DǄ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐ—— ᴰ䘁ᡁԜ䫡㣡ᗇཚཊҶǄ—— ଖˈᒦнཷᙚˈᡁԜⲴӢᴻྭ৻аⴤᶕ䇯ోǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
Excuse me, Marcia, a reporter from Vanity Fair __________ all day. Could you speak to her now?
A. phones
B. has phoned
C. has been phoning
D. phoned
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 172˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 all day Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕䇠㘵аᮤཙ䜭൘ᢃ⭥䈍ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐᢃᨵалˈ⧋㾯ӊˈаսǉ࡙൪ǊᵲᘇⲴ䇠㘵аᮤཙ䜭൘ᢃ⭥䈍ˈ⧠൘㜭᧕а
Ǐਕ
лੇ˛

ㅜޛ㢲

䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅

181 ƹ㘳⛩ 㺘⽪Ā䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ㺘⽪Ā䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ㾱┑䏣єњᶑԦ˖ㅜаˈᴹ䗷৫ᰦࠪ⧠Ǆྲ᷌⋑ᴹ䗷
৫ᰦˈቡ⋑ᴹĀ৲➗⢙āˈቡн㜭֯⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ˗ㅜҼˈࣘ൘ᐢ㓿ࠪ⧠Ⲵ䗷৫ᰦѻࡽਁ⭏Ǆ
൘ᐢ㓿ࠪ⧠Ⲵ䗷৫ᰦѻਾˈᡆᱟ਼ᰦਁ⭏ˈн㜭֯⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
I found the lecture hard to follow because it __________ when I arrived.
A. started
B. was starting
C. would start
D. had started
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 181˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ仈ѝᐢᴹа㡜䗷৫ᰦ arrivedˈṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕╄䇢Āᔰāᱟ൘Āࡠ䗮āѻࡽਁ⭏ˈ
Ǐ䈖
ҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐᡁਁ⧠ᖸ䳮䐏к╄䇢ˈഐѪᖃᡁࡠⲴᰦىᆳᐢ㓿ᔰҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2 (2013 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
When we got to the cinema, the film __________ on for ten minutes.
A. had begun
B. had started
C. had been
D. had performed
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ઼ࣘ䇽Ⲵ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
㘳 Ǌ
 ѝ 181˅
1 8 Ǆ
18
䈖䀓ǐ仈ѝᐢᴹа㡜䗷৫ᰦ gotˈ
g Āᔰāᱟ൘Āࡠ䗮āѻࡽਁ⭏ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
Āᔰ
ᔰ
ā
āᱟ
ᱟ൘
൘Āࡠ䗮āѻ
Āࡠ䗮āѻࡽਁ
ˈ
Ǐ䈖
৫ᆼᡀᰦ bbe on 㺘⽪Āк╄ā
৫ᆼᡀᰦ
㺘 Āк╄ ˈᱟа⣦ᘱˈਟԕ઼Āfor
㺘⽪
⣦ᘱˈਟ
ᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ˗be
+а⇥ᰦ䰤ā䘎
beg ᰒн㜭઼
ᰒ
⭘ˈҏ
ҏн㜭
㜭઼
઼Āfor
Āf +а
а⇥
⭘˗start, begin
on 䘎⭘ˈҏн㜭઼Āfor
+а⇥ᰦ䰤ā䘎⭘˗performĀ㺘
઼ on 䘎⭘Ǆ᭵䘹
䘎⭘
䘎
⭘Ǆ᭵䘹
᭵䘹 CǄ
CǄ
╄āн㜭઼
ਕǐᖃᡁԜࡠ䗮⭥ᖡ䲒Ⲵᰦ⭥ˈىᖡᐢ㓿к╄Ҷ
䗮⭥ᖡ
ᖡ䲒
ᖡ
䲒Ⲵ
Ⲵᰦ
ᰦى
10 ࠶䫏Ǆ
Ǐਕ
182 ƹ㘳
㘳⛩ ᴹ᰾ᱮ㺘⽪Ā䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝
ᴹӋ仈ⴞѝ㲭❦⋑ᴹа㡜䗷৫ᰦˈնᱟᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㺘⽪Ā䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈྲ by the
end of last week / month / year, by the time + sb did sth, before +䗷৫Ⲵᰦ䰤ㅹǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
By the end of last week, my brother __________ about 30 new words.
A. learned
B. had learned
C. was learning
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 182˅Ǆ
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D. learns

ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 by the end of last week˄ᡚ→ࡠкઘᵛ˅Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕䉃䈝ࣘᱟ൘
↔ѻࡽᆼᡀⲴˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐᡚ→ࡠкઘᵛˈᡁᕏᕏᐢ㓿ᆖҶབྷ㓖 30 њᯠঅ䇽Ǆ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2 (2020 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
— Did you meet Richard at the airport?
— No, he __________ by the time I __________ there.
A. has left; got
B. had left; arrived
C. left; arrived
D. left; had got
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 182ǃ121˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜаਕѝⲴ did ਟ⸕䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵᛵߥˈby the time ਾ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗by the
Ǐ䈖
timeĀࡠĂĂᰦѻࡽāˈ㺘⽪Ā䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐ——൘ᵪ൪㿱ࡠ⨶ḕᗧҶੇ˛——⋑ᴹˈᡁࡠ䛓ݯѻࡽԆᐢ㓿ᔰҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
Experiments of this kind __________ in both the US and Europe well before the Second World
War.
A. have conducted
B. have been conducted
C. had conducted
D. had been conducted
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ઼㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 182ǃ191˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝᰦ䰤⣦䈝 before the Second World War˄Ҽᡈԕࡽ˅
ˈ㺘⽪䉃䈝ࣘਁ⭏൘Ā䗷
Ǐ䈖
৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ˗ѫ䈝 experimentsĀᇎ傼ā઼䉃䈝ࣘ䇽 conductĀ䘋
㹼āѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ֯⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐᰙ൘Ҽᡈѻࡽˈ䘉ᇎ傼ᐢ㓿൘㖾ഭ઼⅗⍢䘋㹼䗷ҶǄ
Ǐਕ

ㅜҍ㢲

㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱⲴ⭘⌅

191 ƹ㘳
㘳⛩ 㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱⲴа㡜⭘⌅
৺⢙ࣘ䇽ᴹ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱˈᖃࣘⲴਇ㘵ѫ䈝ᰦˈᡁԜ䴰㾱֯⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱⲴ
ᶴᡀѪĀbe + done(䗷৫࠶䇽)āᖒᔿˈн਼ᰦᘱⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱˈণਈॆĀbeāⲴᖒᔿǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2018 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
All the visitors to this village __________
with
_____ wit
th kindness.
k ndness
ndnness
A. treat
B.
C. ar
are treating
D. had been treated
B are
aare treated
tree d
C
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝
⧠൘
ߋ㘳ケ
㘳 Ǌ
Ǌѝ 191ǃ111˅
19
911
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ѫ䈝
ѫ䈝 vvisitors
sitor
tor ઼ treatĀᤋᖵāѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˗
reat
re
atĀᤋ
ᤋᖵā
ᖵ ѻ䰤
Ǐ䈖
Ⲵа㡜
а㡜Ⲵһ
㡜Ⲵһᇎ
һᇎˈᡰԕ
ᡰԕ
䘉䟼䱸䘠Ⲵа㡜Ⲵһᇎˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ᭵䘹
BǄ
ਕǐࡠ䘉њᶁᆀⲴ⑨ᇒ䜭ਇࡠҶ৻ྭൠᤋᖵǄ
ᆀⲴ⑨
⑨ᇒ䜭
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2 (2016 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
The wet weather will continue tomorrow, when a cold front __________ to arrive.
A. is expected
B. is expecting
C. expects
D. will be expected
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191ǃ111˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐa cold front о expect ѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈф expect ᱟਁ⭏൘⧠൘Ⲵࣘˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜
Ǐ䈖
⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ亴䇑ሶᴹа㛑ߧ䬻ࡠᶕˈഐ↔▞⒯Ⲵཙ≄᰾ཙሶՊ㔗㔝Ǆ
Ǐਕ
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ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
The Chinese Communist Party __________ in Shanghai in 1921.
A. was found
B. found
C. was founded
D. founded
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191ǃ121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐfound ਟԕᱟ findĀਁ⧠āⲴ䗷৫ᔿᡆ䗷৫࠶䇽ˈ൘↔仈ѝ↔нㅖਸ˗found ࣘ
Ǐ䈖
䇽ᖒᰦˈᱟĀᔪ・āⲴᙍˈṩᦞਕਟ⸕ᱟފ㻛ᔪ・ˈ᭵⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˗ṩᦞᰦ
䰤⣦䈝 in 1921ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐѝഭޡӗ ފ1921 ᒤᡀ・Ҿк⎧Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 4
Now that the school __________, we can send our children there right now.
A. is being set up
B. will be set up
C. has been set up
D. has built up
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191ǃ161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞѫਕ we can send our children there right nowˈਟ⸕ᆖṑᐢ㓿ᔪྭˈ
Āᆖṑā઼Āᔪ
Ǐ䈖
䇮āѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐᰒ❦䛓њᆖṑᐢ㓿ᔪ䎧ᶕҶˈᡁԜ傜кቡ㜭ᢺᡁԜⲴᆙᆀ䘱ࡠ䛓ҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 5 (2020 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
Some of the old houses in my hometown __________.
A. have now been rebuilding
B. are now rebuilding
C. are now being rebuilt
D. are rebuilt now
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191ǃ141˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐhouse ઼ rebuild ѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱˈᧂ䲔ѫࣘ䈝ᘱⲴ AB˗ṩᦞ now
Ǐ䈖
Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐᡁԜᇦґⲴаӋ㘱ᡯᆀ⧠൘↓൘㻛䟽؞Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 6 (2019 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
— What do you think of store shopping in the future?
— Personally, I think it will exist along with home shopping but __________.
A. will never replace
B. would never replace
C. will never be replaced
D. would never be replaced
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191ǃ131˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 in the future˄൘ሶᶕ˅ԕ৺ᒦࡇ䘎䇽 but
ut ࡽ䶒ᰦᘱ
ࡽ䶒
it will exist Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈ
Ǐ䈖
ᧂ䲔
䲔 BǃD˗
BǃD
D˗
ᇎփ
ᇎփ
փ䍝⢙
䍝⢙
⢙ā
⢙ā
ਟ⸕ but ਾ䶒ҏ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᧂ䲔
Āᇎփ䍝⢙ā઼Āਆԓāѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ
㻛ࣘ
ࣘ䈝
䈝ᘱǄ
ᘱǄ 䘹 CǄ
C
㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹
ਕǐ—— 䇔Ѫᇎփ䍝⢙ሶᶕՊᘾṧ˛——
Ѫᇎփ
Ѫᇎ
փ䍝⢙ሶ
ሶᶕ
ᶕՊ
ᡁњӪ䇔ѪᆳՊ઼㖁㔌䍝⢙դᆈ൘ˈն
ᡁњӪ
Ӫ䇔Ѫᆳ
ᆳՊ
Ǐਕ
≨䘌нՊ㻛ਆԓǄ
192 ƹ㘳⛩ н֯⭘
н֯⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱⲴᛵߥ
(1) н৺⢙ࣘ䇽н㜭֯⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˗
(2) 䈤᰾һ⢙ᙗ䍘Ⲵࣘ䇽ˈྲ wash(⍇䎧ᶕ), sell(আ䎧ᶕ), write(߉䎧ᶕ), read(䈫䎧ᶕ)ㅹˈ⭘
ѫࣘᖒᔿ㺘⽪㻛ࣘѹ˗
(3) ᝏᇈࣘ䇽ˈྲ feel(᪨䎧ᶕ), sound(ੜ䎧ᶕ), taste(ቍ䎧ᶕ), smell(䰫䎧ᶕ), look(ⴻ䎧ᶕ)ㅹˈ
⭘ѫࣘᖒᔿ㺘⽪㻛ࣘѹǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
An accident __________ in this city yesterday.
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶
A. has been happened
B. was happened
C. is happened
D. happened
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 192ǃ121˅Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 yesterday Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦˈᧂ䲔 AǃC˗happen Ѫн৺⢙
ࣘ䇽ˈн㜭֯⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ᱘ཙ൘䘉њᐲ䟼ਁ⭏Ҷа䎧䖖⾨Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
I intend to buy that kind of clothes because I __________ that they __________ well.
A. have told; wash
B. have been told; wash
C. was told; washed
D. have been told; are washed
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕࣘ䇽ᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱ৺н⭘㻛ࣘⲴᛵߥ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161ǃ191ǃ192˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕㾱㺘䗮Āᡁᐢ㓿㻛⸕ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˗wash well
Ǐ䈖
Ā㙀⍇āˈ䈤᰾ѫ䈝Ⲵᙗ䍘ˈ⭘ѫࣘ㺘⽪㻛ࣘǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐᡁᢃ㇇Ҡ䛓㺓ᴽˈഐѪᴹӪ䇹ᡁ䘉㺓ᴽᖸ㙀⍇Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
— Do you like the material?
— Yes, it __________ very soft.
A. is feeling
B. felt
C. feels
D. is felt
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 192ǃ111˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᝏᇈࣘ䇽ˈྲ feel, sound, taste ㅹˈ䴰⭘ѫࣘᖒᔿ㺘⽪㻛ࣘѹˈф⋑ᴹ䘋㹼ᰦǄ䘉
Ǐ䈖
䟼䈤Ⲵᱟа㡜Ⲵᛵߥˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ—— ௌ⅒䘉ᶀᯉੇ˛—— ᱟⲴˈᆳ᪨䎧ᶕᖸḄ䖟Ǆ
Ǐਕ
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ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ

ǔสケƾ䇝㓳仈㓴Ǖ
Ӿ⇿仈ᡰ㔉Ⲵ AǃBǃC ઼ D ഋњ䘹亩ѝˈ䘹ࠪ㜭ປޕオⲭ༴Ⲵᴰ֣䘹亩Ǆ
1. — Is Peter coming?
— No, he __________ his mind after a phone call at the last minute.
A. changes
B. changed
C. was changing
D. had changed
2. — Did you enjoy the party?
— Yes. We __________ well by our hosts.
A. were treated
B. would be treated
C. treated
D. had treated
3. In the last few years, China __________ great achievements in environmental protection.
A. has made
B. had made
C. was making
D. is making
4. Despite the previous rounds of talks, no agreement __________ so far by the two sides.
A. has been reached
B. was reached
C. will reach
D. will have reached
5. He will come to call on you the moment he __________ his work.
A. will finish
B. finishes
C. had finished
D. finished
6. Jane can’t attend the meeting at 3 o’clock this afternoon because she __________ a class at that
time.
A. will teach
B. would teach
C. has taught
D. will be teaching
7. — Dr. Jackson is not in his office at the moment.
— All right. I __________ him later.
A. will call
B. have called
C. call
D. will be calling
8. It’s a custom in China to have some tea or other drinks before the meal __________.
A. serves
B. served
C. is served
D. to be served
9. — Remember the first time we met, Jim?
— Of course I do. You __________ in the library.
A. were reading
B. had read
C. have read
D. are reading
10. So far I __________ any success. However, I’ll keep trying.
A. don’t have
B. didn’t have
C. haven’t had
D. won’t have
11. Tom __________ in the company since he left school in 2000.
A. works
B. has worked
C. worked
D. will work
12. My aunt Mary ________ a lot over these years. She used to be a little fat, but now she is very slim.
A. changes
B. changed
C. was changing
D. has changed
13. They became friends again that day. Until then, they _________ to each other for nearly two years.
A. didn’t speak
B. hadn’t spoken
C. haven’t spoken
D. haven’t been speaking
peak
14. I __________ down to London when I suddenly found
that I was
und tha
w s onn the wrong road.
A. was driving
B. have ddriven
would
D. drove
n
C. woul
C
w
ld ddrive
riv
15. China’s high-speed railways
from 99,000 to 25,0000 kkilo
kilometers
ailway
ys ___________
______
fro
omet in the past few years.
A. are growing
B. have
grown
C. will
D. had grown
h
ill grow
grow
w
16. — How can I apply for ann online
oonliinee course?
cour
urse?
— Just fill out this form
wee ___
__________ what we can do for you.
orm
rm
m aand
ndd w
A. see
B.
C. have seen
D. will see
B are seeing
17. With the help of high technology, more and more new substances __________ in the past years.
A. discovered
B. have discovered
C. had been discovered D. have been discovered
18. I __________ in London for many years, but I’ve never regretted my final decision to move back
to China.
A. lived
B. was living
C. have lived
D. had lived
19. When you arrive, I __________ in reception for you.
A. wait
B. am waiting
C. am going to wait
D. will be waiting
20. — I have got a headache.
— No wonder. You __________ in front of that computer too long.
A. work
B. are working
C. have been working D. worked
- 15 -

ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶

ǔ㜭࣋ケƾ䇝㓳仈㓴Ǖ
Ӿ⇿仈ᡰ㔉Ⲵ AǃBǃC ઼ D ഋњ䘹亩ѝˈ䘹ࠪ㜭ປޕオⲭ༴Ⲵᴰ֣䘹亩Ǆ
1. His sister left home in 1998, and __________ ever since.
A. had not been heard of
B. has not been heard of
C. had not heard of
D. has not heard of
2. — Did you have difficulty finding Ann’s house?
— Not really. She __________ us clear directions and we were able to find it easily.
A. was to give
B. was giving
C. had given
D. would give
3. Just as I got to the school gate, I realized I __________ my book in the cafe.
A. have left
B. had left
C. would leave
D. was leaving
4. It is reported that a space station __________ on the moon in years to come.
A. will be building
B. will be built
C. has been building
D. has been built
5. We are confident that the environment __________ by our further efforts to reduce pollution.
A. had been improved
B. will be improved
C. is improved
D. was improved
6. We won’t start the work until all the preparations __________.
A. are being made
B. will be made
C. have been made
D. had been made
7. I wonder why Jenny __________ us recently. We should have heard from her by now.
A. hasn’t written
B. doesn’t write
C. won’t write
D. hadn’t written
8. We would like to go and thank him ourselves, but we __________ out his address yet.
A. haven’t found
B. hadn’t found
C. didn’t find
D. don’t find
9. — Do you have any problems if you __________ this job?
— Well, I’m thinking about the salary.
A. offer
B. will offer
C. are offered
D. will be offered
10. — Where is Peter? I can’t find him anywhere.
— He went to the library after breakfast and __________ his essay there ever since.
A. wrote
B. had written
C. has been writing
D. is writing
11. Mary __________ really hard on her book and thinks she’ll have finished it by Friday.
A. worked
B. has been working
C. had worked
D. has worked
12. Writing out all the invitations by hand was more time-consuming than we __________.
A. will expect
B. are expecting
C. expect
D. had expected
13. Susan had quit her well-paid job and __________ as a volunteer in the neighborhood when I
visited her last year.
A. is working
B. was working
C. has worked
D. had worked
14. A rescue worker risked his life saving two tourists who ___________ in the
t mountains for two days.
A. are trapping
B. have
ave been
eeen trapp
ttrapped
rapp
ped
ped
C. were trapping
trapped
D. hhad
D
ad been
b
tr
15. My washing machinee __________
by hand.
______
___ ____ this week,
weekk so I have to washh my
m clothes
c ot
A. was repaired
B. iis repaired
being
D. has been repaired
C. is bein
be
ingg rrepaired
epaired
16. I __________ in a foreign
company
for five
Still,
ig
gn com
mpan
ny fo
i e years
iv
yyears. S
i I don’t regret having given up the
well-paid post.
A. worked
B. have worked
C. was working
D. had worked
B
17. She ought to stop working. She has a headache because she __________ all day long.
A. has been reading
B. had read
C. is reading
D. read
18. — I saw Jane and her boyfriend in the park at eight yesterday evening.
— Impossible. She __________ TV with me in my home then.
A. watched
B. had watched
C. would watch
D. was watching
19. I feel it is your husband who __________ for the spoiled child.
A. is to blame
B. is going to blame
C. is to be blamed
D. should blame
20. Since the time humankind started gardening, we __________ to make our environment more
beautiful.
A. try
B. have been trying
C. are trying
D. will try
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ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ

ǔสケƾ䇝㓳仈㓴ǕㆄṸ
৲㘳ㆄṸ˖
1-5 BAAAB

6-10 DACAC

11-15 BDBAB

16-20 DDADC

䈖㓶䀓᷀˖
1.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ᖬ⢩᭩ਈѫᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ—— ᖬ⢩ᶕੇ˛—— нˈ൘ᢃᆼ⭥䈍Ⲵᴰਾа࠶䫏Ԇ᭩ਈҶѫǄ
Ǐਕ
2.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ઼㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121ǃ191˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕˈਟ⸕䰞Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ṩᦞ by Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘
Ǐ䈖
㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ਕǐ—— 㚊Պк⧙ᗇᔰᗳੇ˛—— ᱟⲴˈѫӪᤋᖵᗇᡁԜᖸྭǄ
Ǐਕ
3.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 In the last few years˄൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤ䟼˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤ䟼ˈѝഭ൘⧟ຳ؍ᣔᯩ䶒ਆᗇҶᐘབྷᡀ㔙Ǆ
Ǐਕ
4.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 so far˄䗴ӺѪ→˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐቭ㇑ࡽݸ䘋㹼Ҷࠐ䖞୶䈸ˈն䗴ӺѪ→ৼᯩ⋑ᴹ䗮ᡀа㠤Ǆ
Ǐਕ
5.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˖ѫሶӾ⧠˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 112˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᖃѫਕᱟሶᶕᰦⲴᰦˈىᰦ䰤ᡆᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ㾱⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘ሶᶕǄthe moment
Ǐ䈖
ĀаĂĂቡĂĂāᕅሬᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐԆа㔃ᶏᐕቡᶕᤌ䇯Ǆ
Ǐਕ
6.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕሶᶕ䘋㹼ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 131˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ at that time = at 3 o’clock this afternoonˈ㺘⽪ሶᶕⲴḀаᰦˈᡰԕ
ernooonˈ㺘
ˈ㺘
Ǐ䈖
⭘ሶᶕ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐ⧽н㜭৲࣐Ӻཙлॸ
Ӻཙ
ཙлॸ
ॸ 3 ⛩Ⲵ
⛩
⛩ⲴՊ䇞ҶˈഐѪ䛓ᰦ↓ྩى൘к䈮Ǆ
ⲴՊ䇞Ҷ
Ҷ ഐѪ
ྩ↓
↓൘к䈮
Ǐਕ
7.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
ᶕᰦ˄
ᶕᰦ
˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳
ߋ ケ Ǌѝ
ѝ 1131˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ laterˈਟ⸕аՊݯ㔉Ԇᢃ⭥䈍ˈ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
ਟ⸕аՊݯ㔉Ԇ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ—— ᶠݻ䘺ঊ༛⧠൘н൘࣎ޜᇔ䟼Ǆ—— ྭˈᡁаՊݯ㔉Ԇᢃ⭥䈍Ǆ
Ǐਕ
8.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐmeal ઼ serveĀᴽ࣑ˈк㨌āѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˗before ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤
Ǐ䈖
⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ㾱֯⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ
ਕǐ൘ѝഭˈ൘к↓佀ѻࡽ்ݸаӋ㥦ᡆަԆ侞ᯉᱟањҐ؇Ǆ
Ǐਕ
9.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˖䗷৫Ḁаᰦ↓൘䘋㹼Ⲵࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 151˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳਟ⸕ˈᡁԜㅜа⅑㿱䶒ᱟਁ⭏൘䗷৫ⲴḀаᰦˈᡰԕഎㆄ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦˈ
Ǐ䈖
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶
㺘⽪䛓њᰦⲴаᛵᖒˈ᭵䘹 AǄ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐ—— 䘈䇠ᗇᡁԜㅜа⅑㿱䶒ⲴᛵᲟੇˈਹ˛—— ᖃ❦䇠ᗇˈ
˄ᖃᰦ˅↓൘മҖ
侶䟼䈫ҖǄ
10.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 so farĀ䗴ӺѪ→āਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦˈ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ䗴ӺѪ→ᡁ⋑ᴹਆᗇԫօᡀ࣏Ǆ❦㘼ˈᡁՊ㔗㔝ࣚ࣋Ǆ
Ǐਕ
11.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕ since he left school in 2000 Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ⊔㠚Ӿ 2000 ᒤ∅ъቡ൘䘉ᇦޜਨᐕǄ
Ǐਕ
12.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 over these yearsĀ൘䘉Ӌᒤ䰤ā
ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦˈ᭵䘹 DǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᡁⲴ䱯ဘ⧋ѭ൘䘉Ӌᒤ䰤ਈॆᖸབྷǄྩᴮ㓿ᴹ⛩㜆ˈնᱟ⧠൘ྩᖸ㤇ᶑǄ
Ǐਕ
13.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 181˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳਟ⸕ˈԆԜᐞнཊєᒤ⋑ᴹ䈤䈍ᱟ൘䗷৫ᰦ became ѻࡽਁ⭏ⲴˈᱟĀ䗷৫
Ǐ䈖
Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐ䛓аཙԆԜа⅑ᡀѪᴻ৻Ǆ൘䛓ѻࡽԆԜᐞнཊєᒤ⋑ᴹ䈤䗷䈍Ǆ
Ǐਕ
14.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 151˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐbe doing … when …Ѫപᇊਕරˈ㺘⽪Ā↓൘ڊḀһケ❦ĂĂāˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᡁ↓ᔰ䖖৫Ֆᮖケ❦ᡁਁ⧠ᡁ䎠䭉Ҷ䐟Ǆ
Ǐਕ
15.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 in the past few yearsĀ൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤā
ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ൘䗷৫ⲴࠐᒤˈѝഭⲴ儈䫱ᐢ㓿Ӿҍॳޜ䟼䮯Ⲵєзӄॳޜ䟼Ǆ
Ǐਕ
16.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 132˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐĀ⽸֯ਕ+and / or +䱸䘠ਕ˄ཊ⭘ሶᶕᰦᡆᛵᘱࣘ䇽˅
āˈѪപᇊਕᔿǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ᡁᘾѸ⭣䈧㖁к䈮〻˛——ݸປ䘉њ㺘ˈᡁԜⴻⴻ㜭ѪڊӰѸǄ
ᡁԜⴻⴻ
ⴻ㜭
Ǐਕ
17.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
ᆼᡀᰦ
ᡀᰦⲴ㻛
ᰦⲴ㻛
㻛ࣘ
㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖
䈖㿱ǉߋ
ߋ
ѝ 161˅
1 6 1 Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝
䈝 in the
th past years˄൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤ˅
䗷৫
৫Ⲵࠐ
ࠐᒤ˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˗
ਟ⸕
⸕⭘
⭘⧠
Ā⢙䍘ā઼Āਁ
Ǐ䈖
ࣘޣ㌫
㌫ˈ
ˈᡰ
ᡰԕ
ԕ⭘
⭘㻛
㻛ࣘ
㻛
ࣘ
ࣘ䈝ᘱ
⧠āᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ਕǐ൘儈、ᢰⲴᑞࣙлˈ൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤਁ⧠Ҷ䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴᯠ⢙䍘Ǆ
Ⲵᑞࣙ
ᑞࣙ
ࣙлˈ
ࣙл
лˈ൘
൘䗷
䗷৫Ⲵ
৫Ⲵࠐ
Ǐਕ
18.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਾॺਕ but I’ve never regretted my final decision to move back to Chinaˈਟ⸕൘Ֆ
Ǐ䈖
ᮖտᱟ൘䗷৫ˈ⧠൘ᐢ㓿എࡠѝഭҶˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
ਕǐᡁ൘ՖᮖտҶᖸཊᒤˈնᱟᡁнਾᛄᴰ㓸ߣᇊഎࡠҶѝഭǄ
Ǐਕ
19.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕሶᶕ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
䈖䀓ǐwhen ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈф arrive ᱟ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽ˈ㺘⽪ࡠ
Ǐ䈖
䗮Ⲵ䛓аᰦ↓൘ˈڊᡰԕ⭘ሶᶕ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
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ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐᖃࡠⲴᰦˈىᡁሶ൘᧕ᖵᇔㅹǄ
20.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 171˅
Ǆ
Ǐ⛩
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕аⴤ൘⭥㝁ࡽᐕˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ᡁᴹ⛩ཤ⯬Ǆ——䳮ᙚˈ൘⭥㝁ࡽᐕⲴᰦ䰤ཚ䮯ҶǄ
Ǐਕ

ǔ㜭࣋ケƾ䇝㓳仈㓴ǕㆄṸ
৲㘳ㆄṸ:
1-5 BCBBB

6-10 CAACC

11-15 BDBDC

16-20 AADAB

䈖㓶䀓᷀:
1.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191ǃ161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 ever sinceˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˗ф he ઼ hear of ѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ
Ǐ䈖
⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐྩⲴ 1998 ᇦˈ㠚Ӿ䛓ᰦ䎧ቡҏ⋑ᴹ丣䇟Ǆ
Ǐਕ
2.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 181˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā㔉ᡁԜᾊⲴᤷሬāᱟ൘Āᖸᇩ᱃ࡠāѻࡽਁ⭏ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ
Ǐ䈖
䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ਕǐ—— ࡠᆹⲴᇦᴹഠ䳮ੇ˛—— ⋑ᴹˈྩ㔉ҶᡁԜᾊⲴᤷሬˈᡁԜᖸᇩ᱃ቡ
Ǐਕ
ࡠҶǄ
3.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 181˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ĀᢺҖ㩭൘侶䟼āᱟ൘Ā䇶ࡠāѻࡽਁ⭏ⲴˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷
Ǐ䈖
৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ਕǐࡊࡠᆖṑབྷ䰘ਓˈᡁቡ䇶ࡠᡁᢺҖ㩭൘Ҷ侶䟼ҶǄ
Ǐਕ
4.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 131ǃ191˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 in years to comeĀᵚᶕࠐᒤā
ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦ˗space
⭘а㡜
㡜ሶᶕ
㡜ሶᶕ
station ઼ build
Ǐ䈖
ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ࣘ䈝
ᘱǄ
ѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ਕǐᦞᣕ䚃ˈᵚᶕࠐᒤ൘ᴸ⨳кՊᔪањオ䰤ㄉǄ
ᶕࠐ
ࠐᒤ൘ᴸ⨳
൘ᴸ⨳к
кՊᔪа
ањオ䰤
њ
Ǐਕ
5.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜ሶᶕᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
ᶕᰦⲴ
ᶕᰦ
Ⲵ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄
ᘱ 䈖 ǉߋ
ߋ㘳ケ
191˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ further efforts˄䘋а↕Ⲵࣚ࣋˅
e
effor
s˄䘋
˄䘋а↕
↕Ⲵ
ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᡁԜᴹؑᗳˈ䙊䗷ᡁԜ䘋а↕Ⲵࣚ࣋ᶕ߿ቁ⊑ḃˈᡁԜⲴ⧟ຳՊᗇࡠ᭩ழǄ
Ǐਕ
6.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝн㜭⭘ሶᶕᰦˈᧂ䲔 B˗仈ᒢѝ⋑ᴹа㡜䗷৫ᰦˈн㜭֯⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦˈ
Ǐ䈖
ᧂ䲔 D˗ṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ᱟ༷߶ྭڊѻਾˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦˈ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐⴤࡠᡰᴹ߶༷ྭڊѻਾᡁԜՊᔰᐕǄ
Ǐਕ
7.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ࢟䇽 recentlyĀᴰ䘁āᑨ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦᡆа㡜䗷৫ᰦⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈ᭵䘹 AǄ
Ǐ䈖
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶
Ǐਕ
ਕǐᡁᜣ⸕䚃䂩ᴰ䘁ѪӰѸ⋑㔉ᡁԜ߉ؑˈࡠ⧠൘Ѫ→ᡁԜ䈕᭦ࡠྩⲴؑҶǄ
8.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 161˅Ǆ
Ǐ⛩
䈖䀓ǐਕѝⲴĀyetāᱟ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴḷᘇˈṩᦞ䈝ຳਟ⸕Āࡠ⧠൘Ѫ→ˈᡁԜ䘈⋑ᴹḕ᰾
Ǐ䈖
ԆⲴտ൰āˈ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐᡁԜᜣӢ㠚৫ⲫ䰘䚃䉒ˈնᱟᡁԜ䘈⋑ᔴᾊԆⲴտ൰Ǆ
Ǐਕ
9.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 191ǃ112˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐif ᕅሬⲴᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝˈ㾱⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈф you ઼ offer ѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ
Ǐ䈖
㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱˈ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ——ྲ᷌㔉ᨀ䘉ԭᐕˈᴹӰѸ䰞仈ੇ˛——టˈᡁ൘㘳㲁ᐕ䍴Ǆ
Ǐਕ
10.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 171˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ ever since (he went to the library)ˈਟ⸕⭘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦˈ㺘⽪Ԇаⴤ൘䛓߉ݯᮓ
Ǐ䈖
᮷ˈ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ—— ᖬ⢩৫ଚ䟼˛ᡁଚݯ䜭нࡠԆǄ—— ᰙ依ѻਾԆ৫ҶമҖ侶ˈ㠚Ӿ䛓ѻਾ
Ǐਕ
Ԇቡаⴤ൘䛓߉ݯᮓ᮷Ǆ
11.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 171˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ she’ll have finished it by Fridayˈਟ⸕Җ䘈⋑ᴹ߉ᆼˈᡰԕࡽаਕ㾱㺘䗮Ā⧋
Ǐ䈖
ѭаⴤᖸࣚ࣋ൠ߉Җāˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐ⧋ѭаⴤᖸࣚ࣋ൠ߉Җˈྩᜣྩ㜭൘ઘӄѻࡽᆼᡀǄ
Ǐਕ
12.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 181˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ仈ᒢѝᐢᴹа㡜䗷৫ᰦ wasˈṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āᜣ䊑āᱟ൘䗷৫Ⲵһᇎѻࡽਁ⭏Ⲵˈ
Ǐ䈖
ҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦˈ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ⭘߉ᆼ䘉Ӌ䈧Ḝ∄ᡁԜݸᜣ䊑Ⲵ䍩ᰦཊҶǄ
Ǐਕ
13.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 151˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕ when I visited her last yearˈਟ⸕⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ㣿⧺䗎ҶྩⲴ儈㯚ᐕˈᖃᡁ৫ᒤⴻࡠྩⲴᰦ↓ྩى൘⽮४ᖃᘇᝯ㘵Ǆ
Ǐਕ
14.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦⲴ⭘⌅˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
˄䈖㿱
䈖㿱ǉ
ǉߋ
ߋ㘳ケ
ߋ㘳
㘳ケ
Ǌѝ 171˅
17
71˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ⑨ᇒᱟ൘䗷৫ѻࡽቡ㻛ഠտⲴˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
䗷৫ѻ
ѻࡽቡ
ࡽቡ㻛
ቡ㻛 տⲴ
Ⲵˈᡰԕ⭘
⭘䗷৫
㻛ࣘ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐаᨤᮁᐕӪ߂⵰⭏ભড䲙ᮁҶєഠ൘ኡкєཙⲴ⑨ᇒǄ
ᐕӪ߂
߂⵰⭏ભড
Ҷє
єഠ൘ኡк
кєཙ
ཙⲴ⑨
Ⲵ⑨
Ǐਕ
15.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ
䘋㹼ᰦ
㹼ᰦⲴ㻛
㹼ᰦ
ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝
Ⲵ㻛
㻛ࣘ
ࣘ䈝ᘱ
ᘱ 䈖
141ǃ191˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ I have to wash my clothes by handˈਟ⸕⍇㺓ᵪ䘉ઘ↓൘㻛ˈ⨶؞ᡰԕ⭘䘋㹼ᰦ
Ǐ䈖
Ⲵ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ਕǐᡁⲴ⍇㺓ᵪ䘉ઘ൘ˈ⨶؞Ҿᱟᡁ䴰㾱⍇㺓ᴽǄ
Ǐਕ
16.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕа㡜䗷৫ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ I don’t regret having given upˈਟ⸕൘ཆഭޜਨᐕᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜
Ǐ䈖
䗷৫ᰦǄ
ਕǐᡁ൘аᇦཆഭޜਨᐕҶӄᒤˈᡁӽ❦нਾᛄ᭮ᔳ䛓ԭ儈㯚ⲴᐕǄ
Ǐਕ
17.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
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ƾ ㅜаㄐ ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 172˅
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ all day longˈਟ⸕аᮤཙ䜭൘ˈڊᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐྩᓄ䈕ڌлᶕˈྩཤᖸ⯬ഐѪྩаᮤཙ䜭൘䰵䈫Ǆ
18.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 151˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐthen = at eight yesterday evening 㺘⽪䗷৫ⲴḀаᰦˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——᱘ཙкᡁ൘ޜഝⴻࡠ⧽઼ྩ⭧ᴻ৻ҶǄ——нਟ㜭ˈ䛓ᰦ↓ྩى൘ᡁᇦ઼ᡁ
Ǐਕ
ⴻ⭥㿶Ǆ
19.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫࣘ㺘㻛ࣘ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 192˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐbe to blameĀ䈕ਇ䍓༷ā
ˈ⭘ѫࣘᖒᔿ㺘⽪㻛ࣘѹǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᡁᜣᱟиཛ䈕ሩ⓪⡡Ⲵᆙᆀ䍏䍓Ǆ
Ǐਕ
20.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 172˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ since Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦˈ㺘⽪аⴤڊǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ㠚ӾӪ㊫ᔰഝ㢪ˈᡁԜቡаⴤቭ࣋֯ᡁԜⲴ⧟ຳਈᗇᴤ㖾Ǆ
Ǐਕ
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶

ㅜҼㄐ

ѫ䉃а㠤

㘳⛩ᾲ䈤
ѫ䉃а㠤ᱟᤷ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠк㾱઼ѫ䈝؍ᤱа㠤Ǆഐ↔ˈᆳ઼ࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱа
ṧˈ䜭ᱟ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽ⲴᖒᔿǄҏቡᱟ䈤൘֯⭘䉃䈝ࣘ䇽ᰦˈᰐ䇪ᱟڊ䘹ᤙປオ仈ˈ㘫䈁ਕᆀ䘈ᱟ
Җ䶒߉ᰦˈ൘⎹৺䉃䈝ࣘ䇽ᰦˈࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱ઼ѫ䉃а㠤䜭ᱟ䴰㾱㘳㲁઼⌘Ⲵйњᯩ䶒Ǆ
ѫ䉃а㠤⢩࡛㾱⌘ㅜйӪ〠অᮠᖒᔿˈণ൘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǃ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦǃ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǃа
㡜䗷৫ᰦ઼䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦㅹᰦᘱѝ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽Ⲵঅ༽ᮠᖒᔿǄ㔬㿲䘁ࠐᒤⲴߋ㘳䈅仈ˈѫ䉃а㠤Ⲵ
㘳⛩ѫ㾱䳶ѝ൘ԕлࠐњᯩ䶒˖
(1) ቡ䘁ࡉ˖not only … but also …, neither … nor …, either … or …˗
(2) ቡ䘌ࡉ˖as well as, with, together with, along with, besides, except, but, followed by, rather than˗
(3) and, both … and … 䘎᧕ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䙊ᑨ⭘༽ᮠᖒᔿˈնлࡇᛵߥ⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˖
ķ ⭘ޡањߐ䇽ᰦ˗
ĸ every … and every …, each … and each …˗
Ĺ ⴻањᮤփᰦ˗
(4) ࠶ᮠᡆⲮ࠶ᮠ+ of +䇽ǃthe rest of +䇽ǃthe majority of +䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽Ⲵঅ༽
ᮠᖒᔿṩᦞ䇽ᶕᇊ˗
(5) large quantities / amounts of +䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘༽ᮠᖒᔿ˗a large quantity / amount of
+䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗
(6) ༽ᵲ㔃ᶴѝѫ䈝Ⲵ⺞ᇊ˗
(7) many a +অᮠ䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗
(8) the number of +༽ᮠ䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗a number of +༽ᮠ䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ
䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘༽ᮠᖒᔿ˗
(9) ᇊ䈝ӾਕѝⲴѫ䉃а㠤䰞仈˗
(10) нਟᮠ䇽ᡆнᇊԓ䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗ࣘ䇽ǃнᇊᔿ˄ਜ਼ wh + to do˅
ᡆӾਕѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽䙊ᑨ⭘অᮠᖒᔿǄ
ケⴞḷ
ѫ䉃а㠤൘༽Ґ઼༷㘳ᰦˈᓄ⌘ԕлࠐњᯩ䶒˖
(1) Ҷ䀓ѫ䉃а㠤Ⲵᾲᘥˈ࣐ᕪሩӪ〠઼ᮠⲴ䇔䇶˗
(2) ᨀ儈ሩㅜйӪ〠অᮠⲴᝏᙗ˗
кॱᑨ
ᑨ㿱Ⲵ
ᑨ㿱Ⲵѫ䉃
䉃а㠤
㠤㘳⛩
(3) ⟏㓳ᒦ⢒പᦼᨑԕкॱᑨ㿱Ⲵѫ䉃а㠤㘳⛩Ǆ
㘳䈅ᗳᗇ
ѫ䉃а㠤㘳⛩ᑨ઼ᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱㅹ㘳⛩㔃ਸ䎧ᶕ䘋㹼㘳ḕǄྲ᷌йњ㘳⛩਼ᰦࠪ⧠ᰦˈᡁԜ
઼ᰦᘱ
ᰦᘱǃ䈝
ᰦᘱ
䈝ᘱㅹ㘳⛩㔃
䈝ᘱ
䈝ᘱㅹ
ᘱ
俆ݸṩᦞѫ䉃а㠤৺䈝ᘱ⺞ᇊ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽Ⲵঅ༽ᮠ৺ѫ㻛ࣘᖒᔿˈ㓿䗷ᧂ䲔ਾˈ䘹ᤙਸ䘲Ⲵᰦ
ᘱǄѫ䉃а㠤ཊ㘳ḕㅜйӪ〠অᮠⲴᛵߥǄ
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ƾ ㅜҼㄐ ѫ䉃а㠤
211 ƹ㘳⛩ ቡ䘁ࡉ
ᖃ either … or … (ᡆ㘵ĂĂᡆ㘵ĂĂ), neither … nor … (ᰒнĂĂҏнĂĂ), not only … but
also … (нնĂĂ㘼фĂĂ), not ... but ... (нᱟĂĂ㘼ᱟĂĂ) 䘎᧕єњᒦࡇⲴѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽
൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠк㾱оᴰ䘁Ⲵѫ䈝؍ᤱа㠤Ǆ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2021 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
Either you or she __________ right. I am not sure.
A. are
B. is
C. does
D. were
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ѝⲴቡ䘁ࡉ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 211˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐeither … or …䘎᧕єњᒦࡇⲴᡀ࠶ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䘲⭘Āቡ䘁ࡉāˈণ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽ⲴӪ〠
Ǐ䈖
઼ᮠ㾱о she а㠤ˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐ㾱Ѹˈ㾱ѸྩᱟሩⲴˈᡁн⺞ؑǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
Neither my friends nor I __________ going to the cinema tomorrow evening.
A. are
B. is
C. am
D. be
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ѝⲴቡ䘁ࡉ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 211˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ neither … nor …䘎᧕єњᒦࡇⲴѫ䈝ˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠк㾱֯⭘ቡ䘁а
Ǐ䈖
㠤ࡉˈণ઼ I ؍ᤱа㠤Ǆ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐᡁ઼ᡁⲴᴻ৻Ԝ᰾ཙк䜭н৫ⴻ⭥ᖡǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
Either you or one of your students __________ to attend the meeting that is due tomorrow.
A. are
B. is
C. have
D. be
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ѝⲴቡ䘁ࡉ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 211˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ either … or …䘎᧕єњᒦࡇⲴѫ䈝ˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠк㾱֯⭘ቡ䘁а㠤
Ǐ䈖
ࡉˈণ઼ one of your students ؍ᤱа㠤Ǆone of your studentsĀⲴᆖ⭏ѻаā
ˈᤷ
Ⲵᱟањᆖ⭏ˈᡰԕ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
ਕǐᡆⲴањᆖ⭏৫৲࣐᰾ཙ㾱ਜᔰⲴՊ䇞Ǆ
Ǐਕ
212 ƹ㘳
㘳⛩ ቡ䘌ࡉ
ᖃ as well as, with, together with, along with, except, besides, but, followed by, rather than ㅹĀ䘎
᧕āєњᒦࡇⲴᡀ࠶˄䇽ᡆԓ䇽˅ѫ䈝˄ަᇎᱟ䘉Ӌ䇽઼ަਾⲴ䇽ᡆԓ䇽ᶴᡀ⸝䈝ˈཊ
ਾⲴ
դ䲿⣦䈝ˈᒦнᱟѫ䈝ˈѫ䈝ᱟ䘉Ӌ䇽ࡽ䶒Ⲵ䇽ᡆԓ䇽ǄѪҶᯩׯ䇠ᗶˈᡁԜྲ↔䈤˅
ࡽ䶒Ⲵ
䶒Ⲵ䇽ᡆԓ䇽
䇽ǄѪ
ѪҶ
ѪҶ
ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠк㾱઼䖳䘌Ⲵањѫ䈝؍ᤱа㠤Ǆ
к㾱઼䖳
઼䖳䘌 ањѫ
ањѫ䈝
ѫ䈝؍
䈝؍ᤱа
а㠤
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2007 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
ⵏ仈)
E-mail, as well as telephones,
an important part in our daily communication.
eleph
ele
ephones
on s, ___________
___
A. is playing
B. have played
C. are playing
D. play
B
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ѝⲴቡ䘌ࡉ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 212˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ as well as 䘎᧕ E-mail ઼ telephonesˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠкᓄ઼ࡽ䶒Ⲵ䇽
Ǐ䈖
؍ᤱа㠤ˈণ઼ E-mail ؍ᤱа㠤ˈᡰԕ֯⭘অᮠᖒᔿˈ㘼 BǃCǃD йњ䘹亩䜭ᱟ
༽ᮠᖒᔿǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ⭥ᆀ䛞Ԧԕ৺⭥䈍ˈ൘ᡁԜⲴᰕᑨӔ⍱ѝ䎧⵰䟽㾱⭘Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2 (2008 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
The musical instrument, as well as other spare parts __________ going to be repaired soon.
A. is
B. are
C. be
D. were
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ƾ ߋ㘳ケg㤡䈝࠶
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ѝⲴቡ䘌ࡉ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 212ǃ2110˅Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ as well as 䘎᧕єњ䇽ˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠкᓄ઼ࡽ䶒Ⲵ䇽؍ᤱа㠤ˈ
ণ઼ instrument а㠤Ǆinstrument Ѫнਟᮠ䇽ˈᡰԕᓄ䈕֯⭘অᮠᖒᔿǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ䘉ԦҀಘ৺ᆳⲴ䴦䜘ԦᖸᘛቡՊ㻛⨶؞Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
No one in the department but Tom and I __________ that the director is going to resign.
A. knows
B. know
C. have known
D. am to know
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ѝⲴቡ䘌ࡉ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 212ǃ2110˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ but 䘎᧕єњᒦࡇⲴᡀ࠶ No one ઼ Tom and Iˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠкᓄ઼
Ǐ䈖
ࡽ䶒Ⲵнᇊԓ䇽؍ᤱа㠤ˈণ઼ No one а㠤ˈᡰԕᓄ䈕֯⭘অᮠᖒᔿǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐ൘ᡁԜ䜘䰘䟼䲔Ҷ⊔઼ᡁˈ⋑Ӫ⸕䚃ѫԫ㾱䗎㙼Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 4
Mrs. Smith, with her two daughters, __________ visiting a museum when the bomb exploded.
A. was
B. were
C. had been
D. would be
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ˈ਼ᰦ㘳ḕҶࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 212ǃ151˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐwith her two daughters Ѫӻ䇽⸝䈝դ䲿⣦䈝ˈѫ䈝Ѫ Mrs. Smithˈ᭵䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অ
Ǐ䈖
ᮠᖒᔿ˗ṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕ when the bomb explodedˈਟ⸕⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ᭵䘹 AǄ
ਕǐᖃ⛨ᕩ⠶⛨ⲴᰦˈىਢᇶᯟཛӪ઼ྩⲴєњྣ↓ݯ൘ঊ⢙侶৲㿲Ǆ
Ǐਕ
213 ƹ㘳⛩ and ઼ both … and … 䘎᧕єњѫ䈝
and ઼ both … and …䘎᧕єњᒦࡇⲴѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽䙊ᑨ⭘༽ᮠᖒᔿˈնлࡇᛵߥ䲔ཆ˖
(1) and ࡽਾⲴ䇽⭘ޡањߐ䇽ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗
(2) every … and every … ᡆ each … and each … 䘎᧕єњᒦࡇⲴѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗
(3) and ࡽਾⲴ䇽ⴻањᮤփᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
The writer and teacher __________ our good friend.
A. is
B. are
C. has
D. have
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ˈ਼ᰦ㘳ḕਕᆀ㔃ᶴ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 213˅
Ǆ
Ǐ⛩
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ the writer and teacher ⭘ޡањߐ䇽ˈᤷⲴᱟ਼ањӪˈ䘉ս㘱ᐸެᇦˈ᭵
Ǐ䈖
৻ ˈᡰԕ⭘㌫ࣘ䇽Ǆ᭵䘹 AǄ
䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿˈ䘉䟼㺘⽪ĀԆ˄ྩ˅ᱟᡁԜⲴᴻ৻ā
ਕǐ䘉սᰒᱟᇦ৸ᱟ㘱ᐸⲴӪᱟᡁԜⲴᴻ৻Ǆ
ԜⲴᴻ৻
৻Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
— Did you go to the show last
st night?
nnightt?
— Yeah. Every boy and girl
g in
in the
tth
he area
are
ar
rea __________ invited.
A. were
B.
C. has been
D. was
B have
av been
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ˈ਼ᰦ㘳ḕҶࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 213ǃ121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ Every boy and (every) girl ѫ䈝ˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗ṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 last
Ǐ䈖
night Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ—— ᱘৫ⴻ㺘╄Ҷੇ˛—— ৫Ҷˈ䘉њൠ४Ⲵ⇿њᆙᆀ䜭ਇࡠҶ䚰䈧Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 3
Early to bed and early to rise __________ a good habit.
A. are
B. is
C. were
D. was
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ˈ਼ᰦ㘳ḕҶࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 213ǃ111˅Ǆ
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ƾ ㅜҼㄐ ѫ䉃а㠤
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝ Early to bed and early to rise˄ᰙⶑᰙ䎧˅ᱟањᮤփˈѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽
⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗ṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕䘉䟼䇢䘠Ⲵᱟа㡜һᇎˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ᭵䘹 BǄ
Ǐਕ
ਕǐᰙⶑᰙ䎧ᱟњྭҐᜟǄ
214 ƹ㘳⛩ ࠶ᮠǃⲮ࠶ᮠ+ of +䇽ˈthe rest of +䇽ˈthe majority of +䇽
࠶ᮠǃⲮ࠶ᮠ+ of +䇽ˈthe rest of +䇽ˈthe majority of +䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽Ⲵঅ
༽ᮠᖒᔿ઼ of ਾⲴ䇽؍ᤱа㠤˖䇽Ѫнਟᮠ䇽ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿ˗䇽Ѫਟᮠ
䇽༽ᮠᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘༽ᮠᖒᔿǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1 (2013 ߋ㘳ⵏ仈)
__________ of the land in that district __________ covered with trees and grass.
A. Two fifth; is
B. Two fifth; are
C. Two fifths; is
D. Two fifths; are
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕ࠶ᮠ઼ѫ䉃а㠤˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 214˅
Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐ࠶ᮠⲴ㺘⽪ᯩ⌅˖࠶ᆀ⭘สᮠˈ࠶⇽⭘ᒿᮠ˗࠶ᆀབྷҾаᰦˈ࠶⇽࣐ sǄ
Ā࠶ᮠ+of+
Ǐ䈖
䇽āѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽൘Ӫ〠઼ᮠк઼䇽а㠤ǄlandĀ൏ൠāᱟнਟᮠ䇽ˈ
ᡰԕ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠᖒᔿǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
ਕǐ䛓њൠ४ӄ࠶ѻҼⲴ൏ൠ㻛ṁ઼㥹㾶ⴆǄ
Ǐਕ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 2
The factory used 65 percent of the raw materials, the rest of which __________ saved for other
purposes.
A. is
B. are
C. was
D. were
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ˈ਼ᰦ㘳ḕҶࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 214ǃ121˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈 the rest of which ѝⲴ which ᤷⲴᱟ the raw materialsˈѪਟᮠ䇽༽ᮠˈᡰԕ䉃
Ǐ䈖
䈝ࣘ䇽⭘༽ᮠᖒᔿ˗ṩᦞѫਕѝⲴ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽 usedˈਟ⸕Ӿਕ䉃䈝⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ䘉ᇦᐕল⭘Ҷ 65%Ⲵᶀᯉˈަ։Ⲵᶀᯉ⭘ަԆ⭘䙄Ǆ
Ǐਕ
215 ƹ㘳⛩ a large quantity / amount of +䇽˗large quantities / amounts of +䇽
a large quantity / amount of +䇽ˈlarge quantities / amounts of +䇽ѫ䈝ᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽Ⲵ
অ༽ᮠᖒᔿṩᦞ quantity, amount 㘼ᇊ˖quantity, amount Ѫঅᮠᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘অᮠ˗quantity,
amount Ѫ༽ᮠᰦˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘༽ᮠǄ
ƾ㓿ިֻ仈 1
— Why does the lake
terrible?
ke smell
me ter
terrib
ib ?
— Because large quantities
anti ies of
of water
wa __________.
___.
A. have polluted
B.
B is
i being
be n ppolluted
l
C. has been polluted
D. have been polluted
d
Ǐ⛩
⛩䇴ǐ㘳ḕѫ䉃а㠤ˈ
㠤ˈ਼ᰦ
਼ᰦ㘳ḕҶࣘ䇽Ⲵᰦᘱ઼䈝ᘱ
ᰦ㘳ḕ
˄䈖㿱ǉߋ㘳ケǊѝ 215ǃ161ǃ
191˅Ǆ
䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈ѝѫ䈝Ѫ large quantities of waterˈquantities Ѫਟᮠ䇽༽ᮠˈᡰԕ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘
Ǐ䈖
༽ᮠᖒᔿ˗㔃ਸ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā⒆≤ā઼Ā⊑ḃāѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼ
ᡀᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ᭵䘹 DǄ
ਕǐ—— ѪӰѸ⒆≤䘉Ѹ䳮䰫˛—— ഐѪབྷ䟿Ⲵ⒆≤㻛⊑ḃҶǄ
Ǐਕ
216 ƹ㘳
㘳⛩ ༽ᵲᛵߥл⺞ᇊѫ䈝
൘ᴹӋᛵߥлˈਕᆀ㔃ᶴ䶎ᑨ༽ᵲˈᡁԜ䴰㾱ᩎਕᆀ㔃ᶴˈ߶⺞ࡠѫ䈝Ǆ䙊ᑨᛵߥл
ѫ䈝ਾཊᴹӻ䇽⸝䈝ǃ࠶䇽ǃнᇊᔿᡆӾਕ؞侠ᡆᱟਕᆀ䘋㹼Ҷᆼقޘ㻵Ǆ
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